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and may cause any website you are visiting to be banned as well. Do not try to download illegal content from our search results.Q: What does this mean? {payload} outside of a constructor? When reading through the uNote Android client source code, I came across this: Intent intent = new Intent(ACTION_CONFIG);

intent.putExtra(AUTHORIZATION_STORAGE, result.getAuthorizationStorage()); intent.putExtra(AUTHORIZATION_JSON_KEY, result.getAuthorizationJson()); intent.putExtra(EXTRA_RESULT, result.getData()); activity.setResult(Activity.RESULT_OK, intent); activity.finish(); The intent.putExtra(EXTRA_RESULT, result.getData());
portion is used to store the result data for successfull sync, but I can't figure out the {payload} thing they're referring to. What does this mean? It isn't a constructor, and as far as I know, you don't declare this type of thing outside of a constructor. A: This is the inner class Result. There is an outer class, Result.Result has a

single method called getData() with the above code as it's body. Perhaps they are using it to provide context. Result is itself an object, not
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